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Q1. Choose the correct answer: 

1. What is needed to put an object in motion? 

    a. time                 b. weight                    c. force    

2. How does an object vibrate? 

    a. It moves up and down slowly 

    b. It moves back and forth quickly 

    c. It changes color rapidly       

3. A kick is a kind of __________________. 

    a. push                b. pull                        c. friction   

4. When an object blocks light, it makes a ________. 

     a. shadow                b. sound               c. pitch 

5. The closer you are to a sound, the ___________ it is. 

    a. louder                   b. softer                c. lower 

6. Which is not a source of heat energy? 

    a. Sun                  b. fuels                      c. ocean 

7. Rain, snow, sleet, and hail are kinds of ______________. 

       a. temperature        b. pollution           c. precipitation  
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8. What causes sound? 

       a. air                    b. pitch              c. vibrations 

9. Which picture shows a fuel? 

      a.                 b.                        c.  

10. Temperature is a measure of how ________ something is.  

      a. high or low          b. hot or cold          c. fast or slow 

11. Which animal has a loud sound? 

      a.                         b.                       c.  

12 .What happens when light bends? 

      a. It makes a shadow.        

      b. It speeds up. 

      c. It separates into different colors.  

13. Sounds can move through ___________. 

      a. space         b. air only         c. solids, liquids, and gases 

14. What do we call moving air around us?  

      a. water vapor            b. wind                  c. rain 

15. __________ is a tool that is used to measure temperature.  

      a. anemometer          b. thermometer          c. wind vane     
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Q2. Write (True) or (False): 

1. Light is a mix of all colors.                                (   T   ) 

2. Heat can move from one object to another.       (    T   ) 

3. Forces can change the direction of things.          (   T   ) 

4. Fast vibrations make sounds with low pitch.       (   F   ) 

5. Light can bounce and bend.                              (   T   ) 

6. Heat can change the state of matter.                 (   T   ) 

7. Friction happens when two objects rub together. (   T   ) 

8. A balance is used to measure wind speed.          (   F   ) 

9. Most heat energy comes from the moon.            (   F   ) 

10. To push something, you move it away from you. (   T   ) 

 

Q3. Match each sentence on the right to its 
meaning on the left. Write the letter in the blank: 

         

_C__ 1. energy that can change the state of  

            matter 

A. sound 

_B__ 2. energy that lets us see   B. light  

_A__ 3. energy that is heard when objects  

             vibrate 

C. heat 
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Q4. Write a scientific term that describes each 

sentence: 

1. a force that slows down moving things          _friction_ 

2. how high or low a sound is                           _pitch__ 

3. a kind of energy that makes objects warmer  __heat____ 

4. a push or a pull on an object                        ___force__ 

5. a kind of force that pulls down on everything on Earth  

                                                                   ___gravity__   

6. something that gives off heat when it burns __fuel____ 

7. to move back and forth quickly                   ____vibrate__  

8. to bounce off something                             ___reflect__ 

 

Q5. Fill in the blanks.  

1. A ___Force _____ is used to put an object in motion. 

2. A ____push______ or _____pull_____ is a force. 

3. When an object blocks light, it makes a __shadow__. 

4. Light is a mix of all ____colors______. 
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5. Burning _____fuel_____ gives off heat energy. 

6. __friction__ is a force that slows down a moving thing. 

7. Mirrors reflect a lot of __light____. 

8. Rubbing your hands quickly gives off___heat__ . 

9. A ___sound____ is made when an object vibrates. 

10. Whisper is a ___soft_____ sound. 

11. Heat, sound, and light are kinds of __energy___. 

 

Q6. Write the name and the use of each weather 

tool: 

 

 

 

 

 

     Name: thermometer           Name: wind sock 

     Use: measures temperature   Use: shows the      

                                               direction of the wind 
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Q7. Use words from the box that tells about each picture 

reflect    -     vibrate    -  pull     -   friction  -   anemometer –  

 rain gauge       –       gravity      -     shadow 

 

 

1. ___ vibrate ___ 

 

 

 

2. ___ friction _____ 

 

3. ___ reflect ____ 

 

 

 

4. ___ rain gauge ___ 

 

 

5._____gravity_______ 

 

 

6._____ shadow_______ 

 

 

 

      7. ___ anemometer ___ 

 

 

8.___pull_______ 
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Q8. Define the following: 

1. force; 

___a push or pull on an object___________ 

2. pitch; 

____how high or low a sound is_________________ 

 3. friction; 

____ a force that slows down moving things ________ 

_________________________________________________ 

  4. light; 

____ a kind of energy that lets us see  _____________ 

Q9. Answer the following questions:    

1.  What are some forces? 

_push, pull, gravity and friction___________________ 

2. What are the three sources of heat energy? 

_The Sun, fuels and motion____________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. List the things that can be burned as fuel. 

_wood, coal, gas and oil_______________________ 

 4. How do we measure wind? 

__we can use a wind sock and an anemometer._______ 

  


